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1. Introduction 
 

‘From numerous ANKA meetings with artists and Art Centres in 2020 [-21], it has 
been made clear that while remote Indigenous artists want and need to earn good 
incomes from their art to support family, and require well managed, financially 
viable community Art Centres to achieve this, this is not sufficient on its own. It is 
essential that money business is balanced with other key priorities. The first stated 
priority of Northern Australian Indigenous arts leaders is to ensure that their 
priceless traditional Indigenous knowledge and culture is passed on to the next 
generations (Indigenous and non-Indigenous). Aboriginal art leaders regard 
traditional culture as the bedrock of strength for their people and their art. They also 
hold up the important role of Art Centres as a provider of safe, sustainable, 
culturally meaningful and strengths-based employment in the community—for 
current and future generations.’1 
 

 
Arnhem, Northern and Kimberley Artists (ANKA) Aboriginal Corporation is the Indigenous 
governed peak body for northern Aboriginal artists and their communities supporting around 6000 
Aboriginal artists and arts workers. For over 30 years it has delivered services to artists living 
across 1,000,000 square kilometres in the northernmost region of Australia in the Kimberley, 
Arnhem Land, the Tiwi Islands and Katherine Darwin. ANKA is grounded in listening to its 
members and realising the vision of ‘keeping Art, Country and Culture strong.’  
 

 
1 From the ANKA Submission to the Australian Government Office for the Arts ‘Growing the Indigenous Visual Arts 
Industry’ Consultation Paper, September 2020 
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ANKA’s long-term and emerging leaders are:  

• Pioneers of the Australian contemporary Indigenous arts movement and the northern 
Aboriginal art renaissance. 

• Champions within their communities including active voices in the northern Australian Land 
and Sea Rights movements, and 

• Political figureheads lobbying for change, and who are deeply invested in opportunities and 
equities for the current and future generations of northern Aboriginal people.  

 
As a finalist in the 2021-2022 Indigenous Governance Award [Reconciliation Australia, Australian 
Indigenous Governance Institute and BHP Foundation], ANKA is an organisation led by highly 
successful and enduring leaders with a mission to support ongoing self-determination for 
Aboriginal artists and community Art and Culture Centres. 
 
ANKA is thus well positioned to respond to the National Indigenous Australians Agency New 
Remote Engagement Program August 2021 Discussion Paper. The responses contained in this 
submission largely stem from ANKA’s submission to the Australian Government’s 2020 
Consultation - Growing the Indigenous Visual Arts Industry.  ANKA’s submission to the latter 
includes detailed responses, visions and recommendations informed by numerous consultations 
with the ANKA membership in 2020-21. 
 
In this 2021 ANKA submission to NIAA, section 1. Introduction is followed by 2. The Community 
Development Program (CDP) and Aboriginal Community Art and Culture Centres - Some 
key Issues. Section two raises priority current concerns of the Community Development Program 
(CDP) and remote Indigenous Art Centres, including how abrupt changes to CDP administration 
and contracting with Art Centres during the onset of the Coronavirus pandemic in early 2020 
impacted scores of Art Centres across the nation. 
 
In section 3. Indigenous Art and Cultural Centres/Enterprises in Remote Australia – 
Activities, Skills and Focus Areas the breadth of roles and services which Indigenous Art and 
Cultural Centres fulfil in remote northern communities is introduced. This section highlights the 
priority remote communities place on cultural work alongside economic return. 
 
Section 4. Responses to questions in the New Remote Engagement Discussion Paper individual 
NIAA questions are addressed and ANKA presents some compelling arguments and cases for 
systemic and programmatic change in government understanding of the role of Art and Culture 
Centres. These stem from the ANKA membership; through processes of deep listening over many 
years, including multiple consultations on matters important to ANKA members in 2020 and 2021. 
 
The submission includes four appendices which consider key areas in more depth: 
Appendix 1: Stronger Support for Culture  
Appendix 2: New Initiatives for Remote Communities 
Appendix 3: Key service and infrastructure needs impacting the remote art and culture sector 
Appendix 4: Why Is an Indigenous Community Art Centre Essential? 
 
Recommendations are made throughout the submission, including the appendices – some are 
highlighted in text boxes.  
 
Please note that 'Art Centre' and 'Art and Culture Centre' are used interchangeably in this submission. 
2. 

 
2	The word culture appears in the names of many northern Australian Art Centres. For example, Gapuwiyak Culture 
and Art.	
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2. The Community Development Program (CDP) and Aboriginal 

Community Art and Culture Centres - Some key Issues 
  
Many remote and regional Indigenous Art Centres currently host healthy and vibrant Community 
Development Program (CDP) activities. These return positive outcomes to communities and, in 
turn, benefit Art Centres financially, and engage new artists and arts workers. In general, these 
programs are notable for their professional delivery and capacity to introduce participants to the 
positive work environment of Art Centres. [see Appendix 4, p.9 Waringarri Arts case study]. 
 
However, two areas of the CDP have negatively impacted Art Centre sustainability. The first is a 
structural problem in the relationship between CDP Providers and Hosts, which surfaced during 
COVID-19 shutdowns in 2020. The second is more longstanding—and concerns pervasive worries 
around CDP Providers actively competing with Art Centres in Indigenous communities. 
 
CDP and Art Centres during COVID-19  
 
In the early COVID-19 pandemic crisis in April 2020, ANKA received numerous calls from 
distressed staff after many Art Centres abruptly lost all CDP income following lockdowns. For some 
CDP Host Art Centres, this involved a loss of $30,000 a month. For others, a loss of $6,000 a 
month was still crucial to their business bottom line. Art Centres were also very concerned that 
although CDP Providers received an 80% government offset payment to buffer income loss during 
lockdowns, very many Providers did not pass this on. ANKA and industry partners could not locate 
official guidelines or advice on how Government requires CDP Providers to support Hosts.  
 
ANKA hosted an online Zoom discussion, CDP and Art Centres During COVID-19 on 1 May 2020 
attended by 20 ANKA and Desart remote Art Centres and industry partners. Discussion revealed 
the extent of inconsistency across the industry. Some Providers passed on the Government 
allocated funds, others did not. Art Centre fees for service also differed considerably, with some Art 
Centres delivering CDP programs without any payment while others received substantial 
payments.  
 
ANKA and fellow Aboriginal art peak body Desart commissioned a CDP Fact Sheet to assist Art 
Centres to navigate changes. Arts Law proposed developing a model contract between Art Centres 
and Providers to negotiate fees and clarify rights and obligations in the future.   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Recommendation:  
If a provider and host structure is to be carried forward from CDP to the new REP that a 
thorough review is made of the impacts of significant inconsistencies and inequities in 
provider renumeration of host Art Centres. The Art Centre sector asks that the REP be 
designed to ensure Indigenous Art Centres are fairly and consistently renumerated for 
services and that their interests are protected.  
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CDP and Art Centres—challenges of competition 
 
For some time before COVID-19, ANKA, other Indigenous visual arts peaks and the Indigenous Art 
Code have fielded persistent complaints about CDP Providers running ‘art’ or ‘art-like’ activities in 
communities, directly competing with Art Centres for engagement of artists and sales.  
 
Provider-managed enterprises often lack professional knowledge and industry experience, and 
their programs are often described as ‘amateur’. Supported by Government funding, Provider 
organised art programs often take minimal or no commission for work sold and thus, undercut Art 
Centres, which must cover ongoing operating expenses. Promise of higher immediate return can 
appeal to artists in the short term. However, crucially, these CDP enterprises are not positioned to 
provide professional development and career-building support for artists, which is essential for 
sustaining a mature remote Indigenous art market and ongoing incomes for artists.  
 
CDP Providers’ art activities are also likely to be short term and typically lack understanding of the 
professional art market. There is, therefore, a substantial risk of damaging overall market credibility 
and of interrupting the continuity of artists’ development, and Art Centre momentum. Worryingly, 
there are reported instances of CDP Providers luring established, professional artists away from Art 
Centres to do ‘meaningless’ hobbyist activities. 
 
The remote Australian Indigenous art sector, organised around community Art Centres, is an 
internationally renowned industry providing vital financial renumeration to remote families and untold 
cultural benefit to Australia as a nation. It is imperative that it is fully recognised as such by 
government and that the expertise of Art Centres is respected and drawn upon. As Indigenous 
governed enterprises Art Centres also hold appropriate and meaningful cultural authority in 
communities.  
 
 
Observation:  
Participants in the ANKA May 2020 Art Centre CDP forum and other discussions, shared stories 
that highlighted the glaring disparity between many CDP activities, which lack clear purpose (e.g., 
painting pinecones and colouring in), and the substantial cultural, artistic and professional value 
artists obtain through ongoing work within the Art Centre. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Recommendation:  
It is important that the new REP is designed in a way that supports (and not inadvertently 
undermines) the important work being done by existing Art Centres in remote communities. 
Art Centres should lead art and cultural activities and their expertise and professional 
experience be acknowledged and respected. Competing art enterprises should not be 
established within Indigenous communities.  
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3. Indigenous Art and Cultural Centres/Enterprises in Remote Australia – 
Activities, Skills and Focus Areas  
 

Indigenous Art and Cultural Centres provide diverse opportunities for rural, remote and regional 
Aboriginal people. It is important for stakeholders and government bodies to understand a full and 
realistic picture of what remote Indigenous Art Centres do. Greater realism has the potential to 
broaden opportunities and build a better understanding of how Art Centres help achieve outcomes, 
identified by both Indigenous communities and government. 
 
The table below groups typical Art Centre activities (carried out by northern Art Centres, under five 
work areas): 
  
1. The Art Centre Shop (sales)  
2. Art Production, Resourcing, Support & Education  
3. The Culture Centre  
4. The Community Centre, and  
5. Cultural Tourism  
 
Not every activity listed is undertaken by each Art Centre, and the key activities that occur within 
each work area present the duties carried out by arts workers, staff and community members who 
are employed or engaged by Art Centres. 
 
The activities and work areas above are not exhaustive, but they present the broad range of 
culturally important services and work that is being carried out by Indigenous Art Centres across 
northern Australia. There are many different Art Centre models, however when looking at a typical 
mature northern Aboriginal Art Centre, it may comprise of:  
 

• The Art Centre Shop  
• Artists’ Studios 
• Specialist Production Workshops  
• Artist Education Activities  
• A Community Collection/Museum/Archive 
• A Culture Centre 
• A Community Centre 
• Art History and cultural recording  
• A Cultural Tourism enterprise 

 
Each of these areas presents the New Remote Engagement Program with an investment 
opportunity. The table below describes in greater detail the activities linked to the potential 
investment areas within an Art Centre.  ANKA supports a more enhanced understanding by 
government of what Art Centres offer remote Indigenous people and community members in terms 
of their services, programs and commitment to upholding Culture.   
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Table from ANKA’s response to the Australian Government 2020 Consultation - ‘Growing the Indigenous Visual Arts 
Industry’. 

Northern Australian Indigenous Art and Culture Centres  
Work Areas and Activities

Some typical key work areas and activities for Indigenous community Art and Culture Centres in Northern Australia are:

1. The Art Centre Shop

2. Art Production, Resourcing, 
Support and Education 
Art production and support activities 
which elsewhere in Australia are 
typically serviced by a range of different 
institutions funded through diverse public 
and private avenues.

3. The Cultural Centre
Cultural safe keeping & caring for 
traditional Indigenous knowledge 
alongside art production

4. The Community Centre
(Wellbeing support for artists and their 
families)

5. Cultural Tourism

Work Area Key Activities

- Sales
- Getting objects to market & external exhibition 
- Nurturing artists careers over time

- Enterprises designed and managed internally by Art Centres OR 
- Art Centres hosting visits managed by external tourism providers 

- Artist workspaces (The Studio)
- Specialist art production workshops e.g., print studios, carving sheds, pottery  
  workshops, media centres, music studios 
- Art education for artists (Art School)
- Education and training of arts workers 
- Development and care of community collections, museums, archives 
- Conservation and care of art objects 
- Documentation of art and cultural history and Indigenous knowledge recording 

- Community collection/ keeping place (for not for sale art works, cultural objects  
  & recordings)
- Media Centre (recording & archiving cultural material)
- Learning on Country program (sometimes with Rangers)
- Dance ground (and traditional dance programs)
- Culture Education for kids (often with the School) 
- Artist homelands outreach support 
- Intergenerational knowledge exchange (informal & formal support, including  
  programs with Aged Care)
- Host Indigenous language programs (with Language Centre or School)
- Support for ceremonial practice outside the Art Centre

- Community activities undertaken by Art Centres include those described in the   
  Australian Government, Indigenous Art Centre Plan (2018):
- ‘Although beyond the scope of this Plan, it is recognised that Indigenous Art  
  Centres are often at the heart of community life and can be central to the social  
  and economic well-being of regional and remote communities. Many Art Centres  
  and artists subsidise other support services for their communities such as nutrition,  
 numeracy and literacy, training and employment, leadership, youth services  
  and after school holiday programs, as well as facilitating access to government  
  services.’
- Hosting Community Development Plan (CDP) activities
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4. Responses to questions in the New Remote Engagement Discussion 

Paper, August 2021  
 
 
Question 1: 
What kinds of placements or activities are most likely to be useful—to participants, and to 
the broader community—on the pathway to employment or where jobs are not available?  
 
 
• Activities offering  high quality and culturally relevant community-based training in core 

employment competencies:  
o Adult English Literacy  
o IT use 

 
Quality support in these areas is rarely available in remote communities at present, however 
these skills underpin most employment, leadership, and entrepreneurial opportunities. 
Approaches which tie learning into a practical work context can promote engagement and 
demonstrate utility and relevance for participants.  

 
• Work experience activities in community Art Centres contributing to the collective work through 

diverse roles including, for example:  
o arts administration 
o creation of artwork  
o preparation of art materials for artists  
o cleaning  
o grounds management 
o food preparation  

Art Centre work experience provides opportunity for the positive experience of being part of a 
purposeful work team and a context where Indigenous knowledge is central and respected. 
This supports development of work ethic through positive experience of working productively 
with others.  
 

• Work experience in community Art Centre cultural maintenance programs drawing on 
participants existing cultural knowledge and expertise. For example, assisting: 

o Recording cultural stories to accompany art works (in English and/or language) 
o Filming cultural ceremony 
o Caring for material in cultural archives 

 
• Support for maintenance of traditional Indigenous knowledge and ceremony under the 

supervision of cultural bosses. Including: 
o Supporting elders creation of ceremonial objects 

 
See also question 2. Below. 
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Question 2:  
How could placements and activities be structured to benefit individuals and the 
community including possible incentives? And what could we expect of participants in 
return for any incentives they receive? 
 
A. Art and cultural activities in the REP should be led by Art Centres 

 
To benefit individuals and the community, where art activities are delivered, the new REP 
should always work through existing Indigenous governed and owned Art and Cultural Centres 
(where they exist in a community).  
 
In communities where an Art Centre does not already exist it should be required that advice 
and leadership is sought from the relevant Indigenous visual arts peak body and Art Centres in 
surrounding communities. This will ensure higher levels of professionalism and greater quality 
and seriousness in the work experience.  
 
Under CDP government support for alternative art and culture employment/job creation 
enterprises in small communities has unfortunately unintentionally generated unproductive 
competition and a range of negative consequences (see 2. above).  
 
Please see the ANKA Recommendation on p.4 above.  
 
 

B. Recognise the existing network of cultural keeping places and small museums located 
in remote Indigenous Art Centres across northern Australia. And partner with ANKA to 
help design of meaningful work experience opportunities for REP participants  
 
Appendix 2 A. introduces the existing network of cultural keeping places and small museums 
within northern remote community Art Centres.  
 
This nationally and internationally important network of Art Centre based cultural keeping 
places has grown from the ground up, driven by the will and intention of elders and cultural 
bosses. This existing community by-in is invaluable for generating support and engagement. 
Participation of elected Indigenous boards of remote Art Centres in the design and delivery of 
work experience programs will ensure the right cultural authority. Such a program will allow 
participants to be engaged in meaningful work which simultaneously fulfils both Indigenous and 
mainstream cultural priorities, through foregrounding responsibility to care for cultural 
knowledge for coming generations. 
 
Please see the ANKA Recommendation on p.10 below ( Question 3.) 
 
 

C. Recognise the authority of Indigenous cultural bosses and trial REP streams to support 
elders independent maintenance of traditional Indigenous knowledge.  
 
A unique and irreplaceable resource held in remote Indigenous communities and homelands is 
the reserve of living traditional Indigenous knowledge (TIK). Particularly inherited traditional 
knowledge embodied in contemporary ceremonial practice. This living TIK is the undisputed 
foundation and strength of the world recognised contemporary Indigenous art movement; but 
its maintenance currently receives almost no official recognition or support.  Maintenance of  
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TIK almost exclusively sits outside of institutional structures. It is under the authority of cultural 
bosses and elders, who have been schooled as knowledge holders of high rank by their elders, 
but who struggle to resource cultural maintenance in the contemporary world.  In remote 
communities Art and Cultural Centres are the institutions which usually have the nearest 
proximity to this cultural practice.   
 
To benefit individuals and communities a REP Indigenous knowledge stream could be 
established to support cultural bosses to nurture and develop younger people in understanding 
of traditional Indigenous knowledge and ceremonial practice. The Indigenous boards of Art 
and Culture Centres would be logical bodies to identify appropriate cultural bosses with 
the authority, responsibility, and knowledge to teach and nurture young people. To be 
successful such a program would need to be very sensitively co-designed with cultural leaders, 
at the local/regional level. It would necessitate extensive authority and independence being 
granted to the cultural bosses/leaders who hold the expertise, including knowledge of secret-
sacred matters, and have been maintaining it with minimal outside support.  
 
See Appendix 1 B. Recognising Ceremonial Practice.  
 
It is essential that the expertise of cultural bosses be appropriately and consistently 
renumerated. 
 

 
 
Question 3: 
What are the new or emerging opportunities in remote communities, where participants 
could gain skills and competencies to prepare them to compete for future employment 
opportunities while contributing to current community needs? 

	
 
ANKA contends that emerging opportunities for remote communities will grow from affirming and 
nurturing existing cultural strengths. The ongoing multi-generational renaissance of remote 
Indigenous art has been fuelled by the enormous revival of traditional Indigenous culture during the 
self-determination era of the 1970’s. A cultural revival which accompanied the homelands 
movement and involved the burgeoning of support for Indigenous language and culture which had 
been supressed during the assimilation era.  
 
More recently in the 21st century, in addition to underpinning the Indigenous art movement, revival 
of Indigenous traditional knowledge has also fuelled many other enterprises, including the 
important Carbon Abatement Programs utilising traditional mosaic burning, bush foods and 
traditional medicine enterprises. Art Centre based media units bring together contemporary digital 
media and ancient knowledge in ways that are highly engaging for youth and exponentially extend 
possibilities for sharing material and generating partnerships nationally and internationally.  

 
Recommendation:  
Sensitive piloting of an REP Indigenous knowledge stream supporting transfer of Indigenous 
traditional knowledge. Streams to be co-designed with Iocal/regional Indigenous leaders and to 
work through the elected Indigenous boards of community Art Centres.   
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Remote communities need traditional knowledge to be practiced, cared for, recorded and nurtured 
for coming generations. This is their unique asset. It is of huge value to Indigenous communities, to 
Australia and to the world.  
 
When deepening skills and competencies in Indigenous knowledge is combined with contemporary 
IT skills, upcoming generations who stay on country will be well positioned to take advantage of 
emerging new digital economies in unique ways. Art Centres, which often also house media units 
and cultural keeping places, are the logical centres for such activity in remote communities.  
 
In Appendix 1 – Stronger Support for Culture, ANKA explains the importance of recognising the 
need for support for culture and cultural maintenance activity. ANKA’s consultation with 
communities across northern Australia over decades has identified the most urgent and pressing 
priority for Indigenous art and culture leaders is for government to give greater recognition, respect, 
and support to cultural activity. Maintenance and celebration of traditional culture promotes pride, 
belonging, and wellbeing. It also affirms an existing reservoir of important cultural knowledge and 
strength held by many remote people who may be deeply alienated from the mainstream and lack 
education in some basic mainstream employment skills.   
 
ANKA consultations have repeatedly revealed the enormous frustration experienced by remote 
Indigenous leaders who feel government does not listen and respond to their calls for recognition 
and support for the importance of maintaining cultural practice and knowledge.  
 
ANKA has delivered its Cultural Legacy Program for over a decade with support from the Australia 
Council for the Arts and under the leadership of its remote Indigenous board. ANKA proposes to 
collaborate and partner with government to design activities within the REP, to be delivered under 
the supervision of cultural bosses and Art Centre boards, which include IT skill development for 
participants.  If knowledgeably designed and well supported such activities hold enormous 
potential to engage and educate participants, contribute to community and national cultural 
prioraties and, over time, to generate new business enterprises located in remote communities.   
 
Appendix 2 A. introduces the network of northern Australian Art Centre based keeping places and 
small museums.  
	
	

 
 
 
 

 
Recommendation:  
It is recommended that REP partners with ANKA Indigenous art and culture leaders to 
design and develop a cultural maintenance work experience stream centred on the existing 
network of Art Centre based community collections across northern Australia.  
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Question 4:  
What sorts of support or training have been helpful in matching people who are job-ready 
to job vacancies? (For example, interview and CV preparation, job searches) 
 
CV Preparation: 
ANKA has supported participants in its Arts Worker Extension Pathways Program (graduates of its 
Art Worker Extension Foundation Program) and ANKA board members to prepare CV’s. This has 
been helpful for – acceptance into university programs, winning promotions in Art Centre 
workplaces and importantly for increasing participants confidence and self-esteem.  
 
Participants typically do not have easy access to computers to prepare and update CV’s. They 
often need support to remember and find the details of training undertaken. And participants often 
take for granted, and do not recognise the relevance of including, significant cultural competencies 
in their CV’s. This can include – remembering Indigenous languages spoken, training in traditional 
knowledge undertaken with elders or their detailed knowledge of country, for example.  
 
Support for preparing and maintaining CV’s is extremely helpful.  
 
 
Question 5: 
What more could be done to help people who do find a job to succeed in the workplace 
over the longer term? (For example, induction, mentoring, training in workplace health and 
safety, information about how the tax system works). 
 
ANKA suggests it is important to recognise that there are not usually quick fixes for helping 
Indigenous workers in remote communities thrive in their employment over the long term. However 
medium to long term sustained support and addressing underlying barriers can make substantial 
differences.  
 
In the Art Centre sector, when ANKA started its Arts Worker Extension Program in 2010-11, there 
were a range of arts workers who had been employed by their community Art Centre for a decade 
or more without prospects for a promotion or pay increase. Arts workers typically remained in the 
lowest paying positions with a huge gap in renumeration between their positions and the 
management level roles. There were also often no or minimal opportunities for assuming increased 
responsibility. Despite the sparse opportunities, various individuals, nonetheless, stayed on in their 
jobs, often because Art Centre work is meaningful.  
 
Barriers to people succeeding in the workplace over the long term are often structural and concern 
significant contextual differences between remote Indigenous contexts and mainstream contexts 
which place demands on remote Art Centres. Better paid jobs tend to require greater proficiencies 
in bureaucratic processes, higher levels of English language literacy, and increased familiarity with 
mainstream contexts and processes outside the community, as well as higher level IT skills. Living 
in overcrowded houses without personal IT equipment can be a further constraint on longer term 
workplace success.  
 
It is vital that there are career pathways within workplaces and communities for workers to 
progress. The ANKA Arts Worker Extension Program – Foundation and Pathways programs have 
supported skills extension and promoted changes to support growth of more varied roles for local 
people in Art Centres for over a decade (see outline of this program on p.14-15 below) with steady 
success.  
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Acknowledging that important change can take time, and that continuity of effort is needed is 
primary.  
 
Other initiatives which could meaningfully help are: 

• Increasing recognition and renumeration for cultural competencies within the workplace, 
including but not limited to – Indigenous language skills, cultural and social understanding, 
Indigenous traditional knowledge, knowledge of country etc.  

• Adult literacy programs available for employees in workplaces with paid time off from work 
(which are quality and contextually relevant) 

• IT skills programs to be taken alongside work 
• Mentoring 
• Financial compensations for employers to support time needed during work hours for skills 

development activities 
 
Sustainability Strategy: Strengthen Indigenous leadership & Professional Development 
for Indigenous arts workers 
 
Indigenous community control of Indigenous art is foundational to a strong and thriving sector and 
is embedded in the principle of Indigenous governed Art Centres. More support is urgently needed 
to strengthen and increase local Indigenous control, and capacity for strong management of Art 
Centres. ANKA understands that two of the most effective actions to support operational and 
employment sustainability in remote Art Centres are: 
 

• Ongoing strengthening of Indigenous governance—including boards’ understanding of 
business and HR management and;  
 

• High quality professional development for local Indigenous arts workers, including 
awareness of career pathways.  

 
Reinforcing effective local Indigenous arts leadership and management is the best way to mitigate 
against the weakening of Art Centre operational capacity due to the frequent turnover of managers 
who come temporarily from outside the community. This is a long-term solution to the crisis cycle 
typically triggered when external managers leave every two to three years (often requiring 
intensive peak body support). 
 
ANKA’s Indigenous members look forward to a future when many more local Indigenous arts 
workers are employed in central Art Centre management positions—receiving support as 
required from management professionals committed to promoting self-determination. There is also 
a strong momentum to elevate the voices and operational management skills of Art Centre boards.  

 

 

 
Recommendation:  
In parallel to the new REP - increased governance support and strategic arts worker 
professional development and career pathway support, organised through Indigenous art 
peak bodies. 
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Question 6: 
Are there new ways to create employment opportunities for job-ready candidates?  
(For example, linkages to business incubator programs, ways to support new enterprises, 
ways to engage the private sector in job creation). 
 
In Appendix 2 – New Initiatives for Remote Communities ANKA introduces several innovative ways 
for existing Art Centre based initiatives to be extended into new enterprise opportunities for remote 
communities.   

 
1. These include consolidation and development of the following interlinked initiatives and 

employment opportunities.  
 
A. A northern network of Art Centre based Indigenous community collections  
B. An enhanced northern art and culture tourism trail 
C. A remote Indigenous art and culture workforce – supporting art, cultural tourism, community 

heritage collections and cultural maintenance  
D. A Gateway to northern Australian Art Centres (physical and electronic) 

 
See Appendix 2 for explanation  

 
2. A further initiative to grow the next generation of great Indigenous artists is introduced here 

below.  
 
Growing the next generation of great remote Indigenous artists –  
A New Artists Career Development Scholarship Pilot 

 
The average age of artists regularly supported by Art Centres is 66+ years. It is evident that, 
without an investment in the next generation, the Indigenous contemporary art movement is at risk 
of atrophy.  
 
Strategies to redress this phenomenon will require an all-of-government approach, including 
incentivising and rewarding Art Centres for the development and delivery of programs and 
initiatives that engage young people to become the great artists of the future. 
 
Art Centres in the ANKA remit have identified an opportunity for developing a new Artists Career 
Development Scholarship Pilot to help stem, and even reverse, this threat to the remote 
Indigenous visual art movement.  
 
The pilot requires government to invest in a two-year program, in which selected Art Centres would 
receive funding to ‘employ’ up to three young artists to work with, and be mentored by, senior 
artist/s in their community. For each participant, the IVAIS Art Worker Salary could be considered a 
base salary, with a scaffolding support package of $9,000 for the senior artist/s educators, $7,000 
for technical mentoring, $5,000 for travel and a 15% administration fee to Art Centres for managing 
and facilitating the program. Agreed outcomes could include completion and exhibition of a 
coherent body of new artwork. 
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This initiative responds to the need for serious investment in the next generation of artists in 
remote communities and properly recognises the cultural and economic contribution of Indigenous 
art. Through implementing culturally appropriate training and employment strategies such as these, 
all Australians will develop a more sophisticated understanding of the arts and Indigenous cultures, and 
a stronger commitment to building a positive, shared future. 
 
REP work experience participants in Art Centres could assist participants in a program of this nature 
and it would form a potential career pathway they could aspire to.  
 

 
 
Question 7: 
What kinds of training opportunities have led to members of your community succeeding in 
getting a job? (For example, apprenticeships, short-courses, certificates and higher 
education qualifications offered by a Registered Training Organisation, work experience 
with host employers). 
 
Career pathways for Art Centre workers -  
Art Centres and peak bodies as a support structure for Indigenous professional development for 
meaningful career pathways 
 
Art Centres currently offer career and training opportunities for Indigenous arts workers employed 
(full-time or part-time) through the IVAIS Employment program and for job seekers through the 
Community Development Program (CDP) remote employment and community development 
service.  
 
IVAIS Employment provides on-the-job training to arts workers who contribute to the day-to-day 
operations of a remote community Art and Culture Centres. Their work involves preparation of art  
materials, handling and installing artworks for public display, packing, storage, maintenance, 
condition reporting, collecting information about art works, sales and/or arts administration, 
representing the Art Centre, and remedial conservation of artworks and significant artifacts held in 
community keeping places and small museums. 
 
The IVAIS Employment program has been instrumental in developing a pool of experienced 
Indigenous arts workers in Northern Art Centres. However, it is an incontrovertible fact that 
overworked Art Centre managers rarely have time to focus on much-needed arts worker 
professional development, and that 90-95% of Art Centre managers are non-Indigenous and do 
not come from the local community. 
 
To redress this situation, since 2008, peak bodies have, at the request of elders, delivered 
programs to support Indigenous arts worker professional development. ANKA, Desart and UMI 
Arts have been at the forefront of this industry initiative. 

 
Recommendation – It is recommended that NIAA encourages the Australian Government through the 
Indigenous Visual Arts Infrastructure Program (IVAIS), or other suitable channels, to invest in a new 
Artists Career Development Scholarship Pilot to compliment the REP.  
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Over the past ten years, ANKA’s nationally recognised Arts Worker Extension Program (AWEP) 
has been delivered in partnership with the National Gallery of Australia, the University of 
Melbourne, and other national institutions. It has supported intensive and sustained, professional 
development for 70 Indigenous Art Centre workers since 2010. Other peaks have now developed 
similar programs in recognition of the fact that Art Centre managers are time poor and do not have 
the requisite resources to deliver intensive career development training. Mainstream education 
organisations rarely have remote and industry-specific knowledge, or the experience to provide the 
necessary individualised attention and tailored support for Indigenous arts workers. 
 
ANKA’s Arts Worker Extension Program (AWEP) 
 
AWEP is a strengths-based, two-way learning program with two distinct components. The AWEP 
Foundation Program is an annual intensive nine-month professional development program for 
eight high achieving arts workers employed in Art Centres. The complementary AWEP Pathways 
Program provides ongoing educational and professional development opportunities for graduates.  
 
Since its inception, 70 arts workers have completed AWEP, with measurable outcomes that 
include increased confidence, improved facility with English language, public speaking, 
understanding of the national arts industry, cross-cultural communication skills, peer-learning with 
other remote Indigenous arts workers, and establishment of professional networks. Participants 
complete the Foundation Program with skills and experience in conservation and collection care, 
training in email operation, social media, photography, video, sound recording, presentation 
preparation, and receive an iPad.  
 
In 2021 ANKA embarked on part two of its action research inquiry, Technology Strengthening 
Understanding - Tools for Reading and Writing in English (a pilot sponsored by INPEX). This 
program systematically explores how assistive technology can facilitate remote Indigenous arts 
workers’ use of English language in the work context.  
 
A landmark was achieved in 2018-2019 , when nine northern arts workers from remote 
communities in the ANKA AWEP Pathways Program completed a postgraduate-level university 
qualification. Developed jointly by ANKA and the University of Melbourne Grimwade Centre for 
Materials Cultural Conservation under a long-term partnership, the pilot qualification was co-
delivered with Trinity College. Grounded in principles of two-way learning, the postgraduate 
Specialist Certificate in Cross-Cultural Conservation and Heritage acknowledges and credits 
participants’ existing expertise in traditional knowledge, whilst extending new skills to care for and 
manage remote community collections and cultural heritage. As a result of the training a number of 
participants have been offered tailored specialist jobs in their Art Centres and outside 
consultancies. 
 
A strengths-based approach, peer learning, recognition of participants expertise in traditional 
Indigenous knowledge, integrated training in use of technology, and the engagement of a national 
network of Indigenous arts professionals are key factors in the programs success. 
 
As a result of ANKA’s professional training programs, there are now a group of highly committed, 
confident and competent Indigenous arts workers in the ANKA regions. They are prepared and 
eager to take the next steps in their careers but need further support to do so. Sadly, they 
predominantly remain employed at salary levels which are incommensurate with their skill levels, 
and with the mainstream employment market. A parlous situation that requires industry level 
support and planning to redress. To this end, it is recommended that: 
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• Relevant government representagtives, including from Office for the Arts and NIAA, meet 

jointly with the two largest and longest standing Indigenous art peak bodies ANKA and 
Desart to comprehensively analyse and review their respective arts worker development 
programs, and identify options for expanding deliverables to ensure long-term growth and 
sustainability of Indigenous arts worker employment in remote communtiies.  

 
• Existing Indigenous Visual Arts Industry Support Program (IVAIS)3 Indigenous employment 

funding levels are increased to provide additional support for Indigenous positions within Art 
Centres and Indigenous peak organisations, at a range of remuneration levels which allow 
career progression. Renumeration needs to be sufficient to support career pathway 
progression for a new generation of Indigenous Art Centre managers to work in their own or 
other remote communities.  
 
Support for IVAIS employment roles in Indigenous art peak bodies is a priority to maximise 
skill development in the remote Indigenous arts and culture work force.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Question 8: 
How can service providers increase their knowledge and awareness of culturally specific 
issues to better assist Indigenous participants? 

 
1. Recognise and draw on existing expertise in remote communities 

 
• Appoint cultural leaders/bosses to senior advisory roles with appropriate renumeration 

 
• Deal directly with Art Centre boards which provide an appropriate existing structure for 

accessing cultural bosses and art leaders 
 

• Recognise the existing professionalism, expertise and professional networks of remote 
community Art Centres and their Indigenous boards and appropriately use Art Centres as 
knowledge resources.  

 
• Design the new REP to avoid establishing competing art enterprises in small communities, 

and recognise that individuals need acknowledged qualifications and experience to run art 
and culture programs. 

 
3	The Indigenous Visual Arts Industry Support Program (IVAIS) is delivered through the Office for the Arts in the 
Department of Infrastructure, Transport, Regional Development and Communications.		

 
‘In the next 10 years, what I would like to see in all Art Centres in Kimberley and NT, is 
our arts workers running the Art Centres on our own, with help of managers. But 
artworkers are in the front.’ 
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2. Value homelands as places of strength and opportunity 

 
There are more than 720 homeland centres in the ANKA regions that need recognition, 
acknowledgement and understanding by states and state-operated services and service providers. 
Their existence reminds us that the country between the big Aboriginal settlements in Northern 
Australia is not empty and that it is not just community Art Centres that market, nurture and support 
art practice. Homeland centres are where much of the great art of Australia is produced and are 
the conceptual and spiritual heartlands of the Aboriginal art movement. It is important for service  
 
 
providers and government entities to acknowledge and value homelands as places of strength and 
opportunity – and in order to provide culturally appropriate services. 
 
The contemporary Aboriginal Art Movement began more than fifty years ago. It is intrinsically 
linked to the Homelands Movement, which saw the return of Aboriginal people (from the late 
1960s) back to the country they had been displaced from under the violence of colonialism. 
 
The Homelands Movement of the 1970s and 1980s in north Australia was an Indigenous led 
revival of traditional knowledge that involved reinvigoration of language, knowledge of country, 
ceremonial practice, song and dance cycles, and inherited patterns and designs.  
Furthermore, in the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous People (UNDRIP), 
Articles 25 and 26 highlight the rights of Indigenous people to maintain their connection to 
traditionally owned, occupied and use lands, and the declaration also highlights the government’s 
role in respecting and enabling these rights in accordance with the UNDRIP. 

 
The last in-depth national evaluation of Homelands, the 1986-87 House of Representatives Inquiry, 
Return to Country: The Aboriginal Homelands Movement in Australia, took a very positive view of 

See: UN Declarations on the Rights of Indigenous People Articles 25 and 26 explicitly assert 
Homelands as a right  
 
Article 25  
Indigenous peoples have the right to maintain and strengthen their distinctive spiritual 
relationship 
 with their traditionally owned or otherwise occupied and used lands, territories, waters and 
coastal seas and other resources and to uphold their responsibilities to future generations in 
this regard.  
 
Article 26  
1. Indigenous peoples have the right to the lands, territories and resources which they have 
traditionally owned, occupied or otherwise used or acquired.  
 
2. Indigenous peoples have the right to own, use, develop and control the lands, territories and 
resources that they possess by reason of traditional ownership or other traditional occupation 
or use, as well as those which they have otherwise acquired.  
 
3. States shall give legal recognition and protection to these lands, territories and resources. 
Such recognition shall be conducted with due respect to the customs, traditions and land 
tenure systems of the indigenous peoples concerned. 
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homeland centres and their futures. However, the trend in Government policy since then has been 
to view homelands through a deficit lens—as a drain on the public purse—rather than appreciating 
the strengths of homelands and homeland people and the many benefits they offer Australia, 
including land care, art, and national identity.  
 
During the COVID-19 pandemic, many remote artists sought refuge and safety on homelands, 
often being supported by Art Centre managers and workers through regular delivery of food and 
other essentials. When it was possible to return to communities in the latter part of the year, artists 
shared profoundly moving stories of what it meant for them to live and work on homelands—how it 
enriched their arts practice and brought about positive intergenerational exchange based on  
 
 
shared values of art, culture and country, without the complications of drugs, alcohol and attendant 
social dysfunctionality of many remote communities. 
 

 
 
It is time to listen to Indigenous voices that have been patiently explaining the importance of 
homelands for the last 50 years and longer. Through technological advancements and skills 
training, homelands are now connecting with the rest of Australia.  Homelands support two 
significant contemporary international exports—Indigenous art, and carbon abatement projects 
through traditional burning. 
 
In the ANKA regions today, Art Centres and homelands are jointly planning construction of 
Homeland Art Studios, with exciting potential to strengthen art production, intergenerational 
exchange of knowledge and skills, and cultural tourism initiatives. (See Appendix: 3.2 Homeland 
Art Studios).   
 
ANKA and other Indigenous organisations have been calling for a House of Representatives 
Inquiry into Indigenous Homelands for some time, an overdue need heightened in the light of the 
positive role homelands have played in keeping remote Aboriginal peoples safe during the COVID 
pandemic. An Inquiry must also identify core infrastructure investment opportunities, for creating 
homelands that are culturally and economically sustainable. 
 

‘Homelands are where people live healthy and strong lives and want to grow prosperity. 
Homelands provide a real opportunity for economic and social development and growth in 
Northern Australia – where our knowledge and deep connection between people and place has 
already stimulated many successful businesses in agriculture, aquaculture, land management, 
mining and even space.’ 
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Architects design for Baniyala Homeland Art Studio, Blue Mud Bay, North East Arnhem Land. The structure mirrors 
the shape of the adjoining 'Yingapungapu' ceremonial sand sculpture. It provides space to: produce art; share culture 
between generations; meet up online; keep ceremonial objects safe; and to stage musical performances.  
 

 

 
 
 
 
Question 9: 
Are there new types of training that would be useful to grow participants’ skills to contribute 
in new enterprises and opportunities emerging in the post-COVID economy? 
 
See answers to questions 6 and 7 above.  
 
An overarching government commitment to equip remote communities with the necessary digital 
infrastructure and training to overcome the digital divide is essential.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
Recommendation: Indigenous governed Art Centres have significant professional 
understanding of the art, culture and tourism sectors and high level Indigenous cultural 
expertise. The REP design should acknowledge community Art Centres as important 
knowledge resources.  

 
 

 
Recommendation: Recognise that remote Indigenous homelands are among Australia’s 
most important sites for professional contemporary art production. Engage the professional 
expertise of regional Art Centres to design appropriate high quality REP activities for 
homelands residents. 
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Question 10: 
What types of services are most important to local Indigenous communities in helping 
people to get past entry barriers and begin the journey to job-readiness? (For example, 
health services, housing services, literacy, and numeracy education assistance) 
 
ANKA applauds the breadth of this question and its recognition that individuals work in a societal 
context in which their capacity to negotiate the workforce successfully depends on access to a 
range of wider supports and services.  
 
In replies to previous questions, we have stressed the overarching need for provision of adult 
literacy and IT skills training which is high quality and culturally relevant.  
ANKA also draws attention to the urgent need for:  
 

• Strengthened technological services and IT infrastructure upgrades to overcome the 
digital divide 

• Infrastructure upgrades, particularly in staff housing for Art Centres (which generally do 
not have access to the housing support more readily available for other sectors in remote 
communities like school teachers and health workers). Adequate housing is needed local 
Indigenous staff members as well as those recruited from outside the community.  

 
A consorted commitment to digital equity for remote people is essential. Without this remote 
residents will be left further and further behind cut off from beginning the journey to job-readiness 
and participation in the contemporary economy.  
 
Adequate housing is a necessity for work.  
 

 
See: Appendix 3: Key service and infrastructure needs impacting the remote art and culture 
sector in Northern Australia 
 
 
Question 11: 
What approaches have been most effective in connecting participants and relevant 
government and non-government support services?  
 
Word-of-mouth referral from other Indigenous community members and organisations.  
 
 
Question 12: 
What needs to change for service providers to be better able to connect participants to the 
right services?  

	
Development of communication protocols for providers to follow when working in remote 
Indigenous communities.  
 
 
 

Recommendation: The REP encompasses a broad commitment to digital equity for remote 
Australians and recognises the necessity of adequate housing for workers. 
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The ANKA Board of directors released their ‘Right Respect’ Statement in the beginning of 20214. 
This statement calls upon everyone to respect the self-determination of the ANKA members and 
directors. At the heart of the statement is a call to use the right protocol and channels to engage 
and consult with remote Indigenous leaders and decision-makers. 
 
The last section of the ANKA Right Respect Statement is relevant to the questions about effective 
approaches and systemic changes that need to be made, for self-determination and authentically 
listening to the peoples’ voices.  
 
Please refer to the statement extract below.  

 
4 ANKA Board of Directors, ‘Right Respect: A framework for Remote Aboriginal Arts Leadership during COVID-19 
and beyond.’, December 2020 
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Excerpt - ANKA Board of Directors, ‘Right Respect: A framework for Remote Aboriginal Arts Leadership during 
COVID-19 and beyond.’, December 2020. 

 Excerpt From ANKA – Right Respect Statement   
 

3.     ‘Our Voices’ - danger in the air, resilience on the ground 
The 2020 ANKA Annual Conference was called ‘Our Voices’. Normally we come together for the 
Annual Conference spending three or more days living and meeting together. We have many 
serious meetings; we share ideas, and do weaving, carving and other art-making together. In the 
evenings we share dancing and singing, have fun, and we listen to each other give talks about the 
year’s events in our Art Centres and what is happening across the Indigenous Arts Industry. The 
board holds an Open Board Meeting. We have training workshops. We invite some industry 
partners to inform us and share our hopes, dreams, and visions, especially for the next generation. 
This year the ‘Our Voices’ conference took place online for the first time. It is a new world but the 
same people - the same hopes, dreams and duty to care for our culture.  
…………….. 
We are still worried about our voices being talked over, not heard, and not invited properly to the 
table, when important decisions are being made about the contemporary Indigenous Arts industry 
we built up with our own hands from nothing. The industry through which we share our precious 
knowledge of the longest living culture in the world. It must be recognised that nobody but us can 
speak for that culture, can share and care for those stories. This is not gammon work, pretend work, 
or just spending time making pretty pictures; it is serious important business looking after and caring 
for our Indigenous knowledge.  
 

We have seen it before - people coming in from the outside with bright ideas about how to help or 
save us. We are sick and tired of this gammon story. We want to see proper respect for our voices. 
Proper respect for our self-determination. Proper respect for the remote Indigenous lead 
organisations we have built up so carefully to make a respectful bridge between the people on the 
ground and wider Australia.  
 

It is not good enough for outside people, even other Indigenous people, to consult with just one or 
two of us on our own. People who want to work with us with good heart need to properly respect 
the community controlled Indigenous organisations we lead and have built up over extended time so 
they can represent us. This is where you can hear our voices properly and talk with us. Not pretend 
way. Not by outside people speaking ‘on-our-behalf’. It is time people see once and for all this 
speaking for us is not good enough. And it won’t work to keep us and our art strong.  
 

It needs to be recognised that proper Indigenous decision making takes time and must follow good 
process. When we are asked to rush through decisions - in the name of it being a great opportunity, 
and for our own good - this can be another way of stealing our power. Stealing our agency. 
 
We worried in early 2020 when our ANKA board meetings were forced to be by telephone due to 
the COVID-19 crisis, that others would make decisions for us that would change our art world. We 
are still worried and make this heartfelt call for Right Respect for our agency. We call for  
everyone in the arts industry to respect our long-standing remote Indigenous-led organisations with 
structures to properly speak for the people on the ground. Nowhere else in Australia, but in our 
remote communities, do people who work together live at such large distances from each other, or is 
communication and connection so challenging. We have had enough of so-called consultations with 
no or minimal representation of remote Indigenous people. It doesn’t have to be hard - the strong 
Indigenous governed art organisations like ANKA and Desart are here. It is time for honest truth-
telling. It is time for working together in true and honest partnership with transparent method. We 
have had enough of half-truths which become lies. It is time for Right Respect.  
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APPENDIX 1 
 
Stronger Support for Culture 
 
This appendix supports the proposition that further integration of cultural activity into the new REP 
represents an extraordinary and important opportunity for remote Indigenous communities. There 
are three sections. 

a. Recognise (existing) Art Centre-based cultural activity 
b. Recognise ceremonial practice 
c. Recommendation to review existing government funding for cultural activities linked 

(directly and indirectly) with art  
 
 

 
Culture is at the heart of every Indigenous Art Centre in Australia. The members of ANKA have 
long called for recognition of Culture as central within Art Centres, and in turn for governments to 
allocate appropriate resourcing of a broader range of cultural programs, activities and the ongoing 
maintenance of Culture. Identified areas of opportunity, investment and current needs include 
stronger support for cultural activities carried out through Art Centres. ANKA calls on the Australian 
Government to:  
 

• Recognise and support culture programs already taking place in northern Art Centres. 
• Recognise the foundational role of ceremonial practice for art. 
• Review government funding for cultural activities linked directly (and indirectly) to art.  
• Recognise the educational roles of Art and Cultural Centres. 

 
a. Recognise Art Centre-based cultural activity 
 
Recognise that mature northern Art Centres already host a multitude of cultural education 
programs and initiatives, alongside their production of visual art objects for sale. These include, but 
are not limited to, the management of: 
 

• Art Centre based Community Collections (which collect and care for art for educational 
purposes and cultural preservation)  

• Media units and archives for recording, storing, repatriating and sharing traditional 
knowledge (including song, dance, ceremony, story) 

• Dance grounds and traditional dance programs  
• Resourcing of artists living and working in remote Indigenous homelands (outstations) often 

on ancestral country 
• On country harvesting trips for bush art materials 

 
‘You don’t get strong art without strong culture. We would like the government and the funding 
bodies to understand that stronger and ongoing support, for all of this together, is needed now 
and into the future.’  
 
ANKA Kimberley Artists Statement, 2017 (2012). 
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And a host of structured and informal cultural education programs, including:  
 

• Learning-on-Country programs with elders (managed independently or in partnership with 
Rangers or other groups) 

• Kids Culture Programs (often with the community school) 
• Elders Culture Programs (often with Aged Care supporting art making and sharing of 

cultural knowledge)  
• Indigenous Language Programs (with the school or language centre) 
• Direct instruction sessions with elders who pass on cultural knowledge 
• Listening to stories while senior artists work 
• Art Centre support for ceremonial activity 
• Closed on-country workshops with elders teaching upcoming generations to make sacred 

ceremonial objects  
 
These activities all contribute to intergenerational transmission of traditional knowledge and should 
be recognised as key focus areas within remote Aboriginal communities and within Art Centres.  
 

 
b. Recognise ceremonial practice  
  
Art Centres have various important links with ceremonial practice and Law, which principally takes 
place on country beyond the ‘public’ environment of the Art Centre. ANKA has argued that this 
ceremony is ‘Australia’s first high culture. Our opera as well as our Law.’ ( ), and 
stressed the vital importance of supporting communities to maintain it. Ceremony and its material 
objects, knowledge and designs are lifeblood for remote Indigenous art.  
 
Some Art Centres currently have small ceremony and funeral funds—a number arrange video 
recordings at elders’ request or support transport and logistics for ceremony. However, ceremonial 
activity is self-managed and predominantly self-funded by cultural leaders and families who often 
lack needed resources (food, tents, petrol etc.)1. Practical steps are urgently needed to better 
support elders’ maintenance of this activity and to nurture the understanding that this ‘Indigenous 
business’ is core to Australia’s cultural inheritance and, like homelands and country, is foundational 
to the Indigenous art movement.   

 
 

1	Very small levels of support for ceremonial activity can currently be applied for through some land councils.	

‘We need wider Australia to properly understand that in the homelands, in our communities on 
country, we are caring for the oldest living culture on earth; and we are the only people qualified 
to look after this global inheritance. These are not just words about a distant imagined past; this 
is reality. We need support for our self-determination to care for the seeds of a shared future for 
all Australians.’  
 

 

Ceremony, ‘with its rich and complex song and dance cycles, and inherited patterns, designs 
and objects, passed down from our ancestors, is Australia’s first high culture. Our opera as well 
as our Law’.  ‘Traditional culture survives, despite serious disruptions and challenges - in our 
ceremony and in the art we share with the mainstream.’ 
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Yinimala Gumana (artist and cultural leader from Gangan homeland) with Blue Mud Bay dancers, Yilpara Homeland, Sea Rights 
Celebrations, 2008. Photo: Isaiah Balcombe, ANKA. 

 

 
 
Ngarrag Yinggulbandi (Barramundi) & Lharragula (Saltwater Crocodile) – Numbulwar Mardayin, Nov 16, 2018, Numbulwar Culture 
& Media. Video: <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7IlgpEF-kmw> 
See also:  Numbulwar Culture and Media https://www.youtube.com/c/NumbulwarCultureMedia 
 
 

 
 
Mithili Wanambi in Dhapi ceremony, 2011 Photo: Sarah Jane Harvey. Courtesy The Mulka Project.  Cover of Art Link INDIGENOUS 
_ Northern Aboriginal art from the Kimberley and Top End, Issue 36:2, June 2016. Edited by ANKA. 	
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c. Recommendation to review government funding for cultural activities linked (directly 
and indirectly) with art 
 
ANKA and other remote support organisations, including Kimberley Aboriginal Law and Culture 
Centre (KALACC), recommend increased Government recognition and support for cultural activity 
within the new REP.  
 
ANKA strongly recommends that when considering incorporation of cultural activity with the REP 
that the Australian Government concurrently undertakes an inter-agency review to refresh and 
clarify current funding conditions, guidelines, and support for Indigenous cultural activities in 
remote and very remote communities.2 This review should result in subsequent real increases in 
funding allocations and support for elders-led maintenance of traditional Indigenous culture. 
Increased support will ensure traditional knowledge and skills are sustained for the long term and 
can inform future remote enterprise development.   
 
ANKA suggests direct collaboration between the National Indigenous Australians Agency (NIAA) 
and the Office for the Arts (OFTA) in the Department of Infrastructure, Transport, Regional 
Development and Communications to undertake this review. The Australia Council for the Arts and 
representative elders (cultural bosses) should also contribute to the review process— incorporating  
provision for elders travel support companions and translators as required. The Australia Council 
has been proactive in advocating for increased support for culture (Australia Council, 2018) and 
has responsive programs, supporting intergenerational sharing of art and culture. 
 
 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
 

  

 
2 Including, but not limited to, the Culture and Capabilities stream of the Indigenous Advancement Strategy (NIAA), 
IVAIS and the Indigenous Languages and Arts (ILA) Program (Office for the Arts (OFTA) in the Department of 
Infrastructure, Transport, Regional Development and Communications) and Australia Council Programs including 
‘Chosen’ and 4 Year Funding for organisations. 
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APPENDIX 2 
 
New Initiatives for Remote Communities 
 
This appendix introduces Art Centre based Northern enterprise development opportunities with 
significant potential to generate employment and work experience for remote Indigenous 
communities. There are four linked initiatives. Each builds on existing Art Centre and sector 
strengths. All are stronger for being ground-up Indigenous led concepts.  
 

A. A northern network of Art Centre based Indigenous community heritage collections  
B. Northern art and culture tourism trail 
C. A remote Indigenous art and culture workforce – supporting art, cultural tourism, community 

heritage collections and cultural maintenance  
D. Gateway to Northern Art Centres (physical and electronic) 

 
 
A. Art Centre based (remote) Community Collections - Northern Australian Network  
 
While governments have often struggled to acknowledge and understand Indigenous cultural 
maintenance prioritisation, this has not stopped remote Indigenous arts leaders from progressing 
cultural priorities. This commitment has been demonstrated vividly in the sizable network of Art 
Centre based community collections, keeping places, media archives and small museums in 
Indigenous communities across northern Australia. This network has been growing since the 
1970’s self-determination era. 
 
Emerging in materially poor communities, through the will of the elders, most of these collections  
were started and have been maintained without government financial assistance. Their care and 
management is now an urgent matter of national heritage. Community collections give 
fundamental support for Indigenous well-being and have outstanding potential to meaningfully 
expand Indigenous employment and income generation. 
  
The 2017 ANKA and University of Melbourne publication, Safe Keeping: A report on Art Centre 
based community collections, puts the spotlight on these crucial not-for-sale collections of precious 
physical, digital and cultural items, of local and/or national and international historical and cultural 
significance. The needs assessment analyses responses provided by 29 ANKA-supported Art 
Centres, 24 of which already held community collections. The publication reveals the size of the 
collection network and the strong commitment to protecting the Indigenous knowledge and cultural 
practices described within it.  
 
In exciting developments, the NT and WA governments have contributed significantly to 
infrastructure upgrades for these Art Centre based collections. This is an outstanding instance of 
remote Indigenous and mainstream interests aligning and state and territory governments have 
recognised significant tourism and employment potential.   
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B. Northern Art and Cultural Tourism Trail   
 
ANKA is excited by the potential of expanding community cultural collection projects to further extend 
the scope of Art Centre business. This includes supporting the vision of a northern Aboriginal arts 
tourism trail extending from North-East Arnhem Land (NT) and the Savannah Way (Cairns, 
Queensland) to Broome (WA). 
 
Substantial upgrades to existing buildings currently underway across the north will consolidate the 
substantiveness of the collection network. This network will cross the Northern Territory, from Arnhem 
Land, up through the Tiwi Islands and along the Great Northern Highway in Western Australia, through 
the Kimberley and across to Derby. ANKA envisions an adjoining tourism trail along the Savannah 
Way, a 3,700 kilometre route that links the historic pearl town of Broome in Western Australia’s 
Kimberley with Cairns in Tropical North Queensland. 
 

 
C. A Remote Indigenous workforce - Indigenous arts workers, cultural tourism and 

community heritage collections  
 
ANKA has supported Cultural Tourism training for Indigenous arts workers over a number of years 
and many arts workers have also undertaken on-the-ground cultural tourism training within their Art 
Centres.   
 
Community Collections or keeping places or community media archives allow Indigenous arts 
workers and elders to work in a community context where they are the experts in their culture and 
connected to national and international networks of museum professionals.  
 
 
It is a rich, strengths-based employment opportunity.  
 
 
 
 

ANKA draws the Australian Government’s attention to this keeping place network and the 
potential it represents for Indigenous employment and critical care for important cultural 
collections: 
 
Investing in Community Collections, Keeping Places and Community media archives 
allows: 
 

• Upcoming generations to access their cultural heritage, and for art centres to forge 
strong connections with international museum networks 

• Looking after and sharing priceless national heritage 
• Cultural tourism (dovetailing with existing art centre based cultural tourism enterprises) 
• Strengths-based Indigenous employment in collection care and cultural tourism 
• Sustaining the vibrancy of the Indigenous art movement through capacity to learn from, 

and interact with, cultural heritage 
• Engaging youth through new technology 
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Map of Art Centre Based Community Collections across Northern Australia 
 

 
 
Figure 2: Map showing the 29 Northern Art Centres which participated in Safe Keeping: A report on Art Centre 
based community collections, 2017 (ANKA and University of Melbourne). In 2017, 24 Art Centres in the ANKA 
regions already had community collections often including small museums and keeping places.	
 
 
A remote Indigenous workforce 
 
There is an Indigenous workforce ready to take up roles in these Art Centre based cultural heritage 
centres.  
 
Over the last decade, 70 Indigenous arts workers employed in northern Art Centres have 
undertaken ongoing professional development and training in conservation and collection care. 
Training was provided through ANKA’s Arts Worker Extension Program (AWEP) and 
complimentary Cultural Legacy Program (supported by the Australia Council for the Arts).  
 
In 2018/19, in a ground-breaking partnership with the University of Melbourne, nine northern 
Indigenous arts workers in the AWEP Pathways program obtained postgraduate qualifications—in 
a pilot Specialist Certificate in Cross Cultural Conservation and Heritage. More participants are due 
to go on and complete the certificate. This is the first national university program exclusively 
designed for the needs of remote Indigenous arts workers. 
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 to some of the nine arts workers who 
completed the inaugural University of Melbourne Specialist Certificate in Cross Cultural Conservation and Heritage, developed in 
partnership with ANKA. 2019 ANKA Annual Conference, Katherine. 

 

 
 

 
 
Northern arts workers in the ANKA Arts Worker Extension Program Pathways Program delivering the opening lecture 
at ‘Making Conservation’ the 2019 AICCM National Conference. sharing their work caring for remote community 
collections.  Photos: ANKA.  
 
Benefits of community collections, keeping places and media archives 
 
Community collections, keeping places and media archives demonstrate the importance of 
expanding the understanding of what Art Centres do and how they contribute, in communities and 
nationally, to achieving both Indigenous and whole of Government priorities. Returns are cultural, 
economic, and employment based, and align with the social and cultural determinants of health, 
prioritised in the 2020 National Agreement on Closing the Gap.  
 
 

 
Recommendation: 
Indigenous community collections in northern Australia have grown largely without direct 
Government support. The time is right for the Australian Government to step in and support the 
next stage of growth for these collections through the new RES and through expansion of core 
operational funding to Art Centres to cover this vital cultural maintenance area. ANKA 
recommends a pilot is developed in the ANKA regions of northern Australia, where the Art 
Centre based community collection network has unparalleled history and potential. The network 
has also benefited from a decade of development support from ANKA.  
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3 
 

 
 
Mowanjum Art Centre, Derby, WA. Building shaped in the form of a Wandjina spirit 

 

 
 
Djomi Museum, Maningrida, with Maningrida Art and Culture Centre. See: Lucy Marks ‘ Indigenous art at Maningrida’s the Djomi 
Museum the most significant community collection in the nation, ABC, 2018 <https://vimeo.com/288483076> 

 

 
3	See: Australian Governments and Coalition of Peaks 2020, National Agreement on Closing the Gap, p.37.   ' 94. In recognition of 
the role of cultural determinants in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander health and  
wellbeing, spanning across a range of target areas, the Parties commit to identifying appropriate contextual indicators and 
information to aid reporting.'                

	

 
Recommendation:  
ANKA directs attention to the recommendations in the ANKA and University of Melbourne 
needs assessment, Safe Keeping: A report on the care and maintenance of Art Centre based 
community collections (2017). These recommendations outline achievable steps to enhance 
care for invaluable national heritage kept in northern remote community collections, keeping 
place/museums and digital archives, alongside opportunities for strengths based Indigenous 
employment and training. It is proposed that Government works with ANKA and a committee of 
cultural elders to workshop how REP activities linked to remote cultural heritage collections can 
be measured for their contributions to cultural determinants of health (See National Agreement 
on Closing the Gap, July 2020).  
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Participants in Career Pathways - —visiting Katherine Gorge for Indigenous 
Cultural Tourism session with Nitmiluk Tours. 

 
D. A Gateway to Northern Art Centres (physical and electronic) 
 

The concept of an ANKA Darwin-based Gateway to the Art Centres, to compliment and link into 
the Northern A. NT and WA Arts Trail, will realise a decade-long vision of the ANKA board—to 
ensure visitors have an ethical Indigenous introduction to Northern Art Centres, which can operate 
as a virtual and physical gateway to the Art Centres, facilitating online cultural tourism if travel to 
communities is not permitted.  
 
A Gateway in Darwin has been a long-standing vision of the ANKA directors. The gateway would 
operate like a home base and embassy—a welcoming and safe place for Indigenous people, 
visiting from community, and a mecca for mainstream tourists, looking for an authentic Indigenous 
art experience in the ANKA regions. This Darwin base would be complimented by information 
portals in Broome and other northern towns along the way. 
 
In response to the NT Government callout for submissions for cultural tourism and Indigenous art 
and culture project funding, ANKA has presented a proposal for a Darwin-based physical and 
virtual Gateway that responds to the challenges of the COVID-19 pandemic. The proposal 
identifies ways to immediately inject an economic boost into cultural tourism, without putting 
Indigenous peoples or communities at risk. 
 
The COVID-19 experience necessitated learning of new IT skills by the young and the old in 
remote communities as a means of staying connected with each other and the rest of the country. 
Zoom technology at the Gateway can also offer visitors the chance to virtually experience the 
wonders of the Northern outback, from the Top End and across the Kimberley. It is now possible to 
meet artists, Art Centre staff and community members via Zoom. Tourists can talk directly with the 
artists, hear their stories and see their work—without putting them or their communities at risk. 
Artworks can also be purchased online. 
 
Currently, Darwin does not have a place where visitors can experience authentic Aboriginal culture 
and meet with Aboriginal people and artists. The Gateway would address this need. It would also 
be positioned to deliver employment and training for Aboriginal people and Indigenous arts workers 
who come in from communities.  
 
It is recommended that a two-way government funding strategy is developed to facilitate delivery of 
a Darwin based Gateway, managed by ANKA, on behalf of the Aboriginal Art Centres and artists in 
its remit. Outcomes would include: the promotion of Indigenous art, Indigenous Art Centres and 
remote communities, and training for visiting community Art Centre workers, to upskill them for 
careers in Art Centre management, cultural tourism and Indigenous led enterprises. 
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APPENDIX 3 
 
Key service and infrastructure needs impacting the 
remote art and culture sector in Northern Australia 
 
 
This appendix discusses several key contextual barriers to successful engagement in employment 
in remote: 
 
A. Technological barriers due to the Digital Divide including bad internet connections 
B. The urgent need for Infrastructure support – for staff housing, keeping places and Art Centre 

repairs 

 
 
A. The digital divide and bad internet connections – technological barriers to success 
 
ANKA wishes to highlight the existing digital divide between its members and the rest of the 
country (including members with disabilities and geographic or social statuses). The World Wide 
Web Consortium advocates for the web being ‘fundamentally designed to work for all people 
whatever their hardware, software, language, location, or ability.’ The United Nations equates 
access to information and communication technologies, including the Web, as a basic human right 
(United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, 2006). Yet many ANKA 
members are excluded from meaningful access to digital communications and technologies, 
including internet websites, software and programs, due to barriers in language, location and 
disabilities.  
 
ANKA strongly recommends that an all-of-Government effort is made to improve web accessibility 
for more inclusive online experiences across all communication platforms and mediums, especially 
where remote Indigenous stakeholders are the primary users and audiences.  
 
ANKA also strongly advocates for national investment in appropriate NBN technologies and IT 
infrastructure support for remote Indigenous Art Centres and their linked homelands. Without 
the necessary upgrades in hardware and software, Art Centres are at operational risk. ANKA urges 
Government to work collaboratively, to roll out NBN to all Art Centres and their homelands within a 
set timeframe, to ensure their sustainability and digital equity. 
 
In 2020 various Art Centres in ANKA’s regions were regularly cut off from web access for days, 
and even weeks at a time, and could not get help to resolve underlying issues. Other Art Centres 
with a satellite dish could only connect one device at a time. Art Centre business operations 
therefore demand urgent solutions.  
 
While reliable digital connectivity for Art Centre business operations is a priority, this doesn’t 
automatically equate to individual artists and arts workers having web access. It is imperative that 
all Indigenous arts professionals in remote communities and homelands have effective  
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capacity and access to the web. This basic right allows them to conduct research, connect with 
professional networks, join online forums and learn online.  
 
Low rates of individual computer ownership and the strain which vastly overcrowded housing puts 
on capacity to care for computers suggests other forms of connectivity should be prioritised in the 
short term. For example, equipping individuals with smart phones so they can join online forums, 
ensuring Art Centres and homeland art studios (or other communal spaces in homelands) are 
resourced with screens so groups can join online forums, and/or with banks of computers for 
individuals to access (as is the case at Buku-Larrngay Mulka, Yirrkala). Investment is needed in 
equipment, training and training materials.  
 
ANKA’s experience is also that while most remote Indigenous people have pre-paid phones (an 
increasing number of these are smart phones), they do not always have credit nor keep the same 
phone number over an extended period. This is a reason why platforms like Facebook are 
favoured forms of messaging—they can be accessed from multiple devices and do not require 
individuals to retain phone numbers outside the platform.  
 
B. Urgent need for Infrastructure Funding – for staff housing, keeping places and Art 

Centre repairs 
 
In 2009, following the 2007 Senate Inquiry into the Indigenous Visual Arts Sector, ANKA secured 
$5.8 million from the Aboriginal Benefits Account for 17 NT Arts Infrastructure Projects, delivered 
between 2010-2012 and built primarily by teams of local Indigenous workers. These ranged from 
new staff houses to extensions and upgrades of Art Centre buildings in poor repair, as well as 
some equipment.  
 
Over a decade later, there is again a desperate need for Art Centre infrastructure support across 
ANKA’s regions, particularly in the NT. Urgent needs include, but are not limited to: 
  

• Appropriate housing for non-local/management staff 
• Appropriate intra-community housing for arts workers  
• Funding for urgent Art Centre repairs, extensions and renovations 
• Funding for keeping places for community art collections (which contribute to cultural 

maintenance, tourism, and Indigenous employment)  
 
Housing 
 
Availability of adequate staff housing is closely tied to Art Centre sustainability and ability to 
successfully retain community arts workers in the workforce.  
 
What are the minimum adequate staff housing levels? 
 
To be operationally sustainable, Art Centres MUST have an absolute minimum of one staff house. 
Without this, recruitment of new mangers is restricted to finding someone already in the community 
with housing or who is willing to live in a makeshift arrangement, like a tent, while managing a 
complex business. The preferred model is that an Art Centre has at least two or three 
accommodations. One for a second worker and another to house visiting volunteers, industry 
professionals, trainers or art collectors. Some Art Centres with additional accommodation are able 
to rent rooms by the night to make welcome extra income. Others, like Buku-Larrnggay Mulka  
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(Yirrkala), and Djilpin Arts (Beswick, NT), have attached a number of units, offering paid 
accommodation to their Art Centres.  
 
Note: When skilled, local Indigenous staff are available to take up management roles, they also 
require access to quality Art Centre housing to ensure supportive working conditions. 
 
Housing overcrowding - pressure point for local Indigenous arts workers 
 
Due to the lack of housing availability in communities, many local Indigenous arts workers live in 
highly overcrowded accommodation, threatening the sustainability of a harmonious and healthy 
work and life balance. Some live in accommodation so overcrowded, they can be considered 
formally homeless. NIAA observes, ‘The highest levels of overcrowding in Australia occur in 
remote Northern Territory. Based on the 2016 Census, about 27,600 Aboriginal Territorians live in 
overcrowded houses, of which 10,700 are considered homeless.’ (NIAA, 2020) 4.    
 
In a positive story, Buku-Larrnggay Mulka (Yirrkala) recently built a studio apartment adjacent to 
the Art Centre where a long-serving, local Indigenous staff member now lives. If repeated 
elsewhere, this model has very significant potential to boost employment performance by ensuring 
local Indigenous staff have adequate rest, and to encourage staff retention.  
 
Art Centre building repairs 
 
There are few sources of funding for ongoing maintenance of Art Centre buildings. To ensure long 
term sustainability, it is important that Art Centres, especially those located in the tropical north 
where they are subject to extreme humidity and damp, can apply for assistance with upkeep.  
 
Infrastructure for Art Centre based keeping places and museums 
 
Both the NT and WA governments have recently made some investments supporting northern Art 
Centre based keeping places and museums. This infrastructure underpins collection care, provides 
an important base for cultural maintenance activities, including potential work experience for REP 
participants, and supports local arts workers in instituting professional levels of care for remote 
collections.  
 
ANKA holds that a joint campaign is needed involving government, philanthropic and corporate 
support to appropriately expand the existing infrastructure for northern Australian remote 
Indigenous community cultural collections so they can fulfil Indigenous leaders visions for a 
network of vibrant contemporary organisations employing local Indigenous people to care for and 
share Australia’s priceless Indigenous cultural heritage.  
 
  

 
 

 
4 Australian Government, National Indigenous Australians Agency 2018, National Partnership for Remote Housing 
Northern Territory 2018-2023, NIAA, viewed 12 December 2020,  <https://www.niaa.gov.au/indigenous-
affairs/land-and-housing/national-partnership-remote-housing-northern-territory-2018-23>. 
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APPENDIX 4 
 
 
Why is a community art centre essential? 
 
This appendix is a compilation of posts from ANKA’s 2020 social media campaign – Why is a 
community art centre essential?.  The posts highlight essential work undertaken by northern Art 
Centres in remote communities during the first stage of the COVID-19 pandemic and demonstrate 
varied extended roles Art Centres play in remote communties.  
 
The Waringarri Arts case study on p.9 is an outstanding example of a successful transition of CDP 
participants into permanent roles at the Art Centre. 

 
 



Why Is An Indigenous Community Art Centre Essential?

While Art Centres and their galleries are closed to the public due to
the COVID-19 emergency, many essential services are still being
carried out behind the scenes.

ANKA Social Media Campaign 2020



WHY IS AN INDIGENOUS COMMUNITY ART CENTRE ESSENTIAL?
 

While Art Centres and their galleries are closed to the public due to the COVID-19 emergency, many
essential services are still being carried out behind the scenes.

 
Waringarri Arts in Kunnuurra in the East Kimberley of WA are currently servicing over 65 arts workers and

artists who have relocated to Homelands.  They are preparing food packages which are rigorously
sanitised; stretching canvases; and preparing art material packs which are then delivered. 

 
 These essential services enable artists to continue their cultural practices, to work and paint on their country

and most importantly, to keep safe on country away from crowded conditions.
 

For more information on Waringarri Arts visit:https://www.waringarriarts.com.auhttps://www.facebook.com/waringarriarts/
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Posted: April 10th 2020



WHY IS AN INDIGENOUS COMMUNITY ART CENTRE ESSENTIAL?
While Art Centres and their galleries are closed to the public due to the COVID-19 emergency, many
essential services are still being carried out behind the scenes.

WARMUN ART CENTRE at Turkey Creek in the East Kimberley region of WA is assisting their artists
who are working on country at local homelands and in isolation in their houses.  Continuing to make
art keeps artists busy and maintains important cultural practices while staying safe.  

 who is working from home to make traditional artifacts says 'It makes me feel good
and that the process is comforting'.  Other artists  are using
time on country to teach the young ones.  In order to teach, keep painting or making artifacts,
materials, where needed, are dropped at the gates of houses or homelands by the Art Centre.  

These are essential services for remote Indigenous artists. 

For more information on Warmun Arts visit: https://warmunart.com.auhttps
www.facebook.com/warmunartcentre/

 

Posted April 16 2020



WHY IS AN INDIGENOUS COMMUNITY ART CENTRE ESSENTIAL?
While Art Centres and their galleries are closed to the public due to the COVID-19 emergency, many essential services are
still being carried out behind the scenes.

Milingimibi Art and Culture Centre in Arnhem Land, NT is currently using this time to work on cultural maintenance.  At a
time when so many people fear the loss of life, there is also fear the loss of important cultural knowledge.  An Art Centre is
not just responsible for creating and selling artworks, they also work with old people to record their stories, in order for the
next generations to learn.

These are essential services for remote artists, art workers and all Australians.

For more information on Milingimbi Art and Culture visit: http://www.milingimbiart.comhttps
www.facebook.com/milingimbiart/

Posted: April 17 2020



WHY IS AN INDIGENOUS COMMUNITY ART CENTRE ESSENTIAL?
While Art Centres and their galleries are closed to the public due to the COVID-19 emergency, many essential

services are still being carried out behind the scenes. 

GAPUWIYAK CULTURE AND ARTS ABORIGINAL CORPORATION in east Arnhem Land, NT along with other

Indigenous Corporations Gong-Dal, Milindji, Miwatj Health and the police have created a Community

Engagement group to develop COVID-19 resources.  They are also using a troopie, trailor and large screen to

visit every house in the community to educate about the virus and what it means for the people.  

The ArtCentre has also crafted a new temporary logo for the current situation.  It shows a Djambatj (Good

hunter) out to spear the Covid-19 virus.  His spear has 5 teeth, one for each Yolngu town and their homelands

in east Arnhem Land.  The dove and olive branch depict their hope.  

. 

These are essential services for remote artists, art workers and all Australians. 

For more information on Gapuwiyak Culture and Arts Aboriginal Corporation:

https://gapuwiyak.com.auhttps

www.facebook.com/Gapuwiyak/
Images C/o Gapuwiyak Culture and Arts Aboriginal Corporation

Top Left: New temporary Art Centre logo designed by artists and arts workers.
Top Right: Troopie and screen being used to educate community residents about Covid-19
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WHY IS AN INDIGENOUS COMMUNITY ART CENTRE ESSENTIAL?
 

While Art Centres and their galleries are closed to the public due to the

COVID-19 emergency, many essential services are still being carried out

behind the scenes.

 

NAGULA JARNDU DESIGNS in Broome, WA are embarking on a number of

initiatives to help their members and community during the Covid-19 crisis. 

 The art centres most recent innovation has been the creation of handmade

soaps with their first batch made this week.  They are also sewing face

masks and distributing care packs to elders in the community.

 

These are essential services for remote artists, art workers and all

Australians.

For more information on Nagula Jarndu Designs

http://www.nagulajarndu.com.auhttps://

www.facebook.com/Nagula-Jarndu-Saltwater-Woman-368076166626250/
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WHY IS AN INDIGENOUS COMMUNITY ART CENTRE ESSENTIAL? 

While Art Centres and their galleries are closed to the public due to the COVID-19 emergency, many
essential services are still being carried out behind the scenes.
Before becoming one of the leading Art Centres in the country, a section of Buku-Larrŋgay Mulka at
Yirrkala,  was a hospital. As part of the preparedness for the possibility of a COVID-19 outbreak in
East Arnhem officials from the Federal Department of Health recently conducted an audit to find
possible accommodation for quarantined patients. At the invitation of Buku-Larrŋgay they registered
the Art Centre and associated accommodation as a potential site.The history of the building itself goes
back to its construction in the early 1960s as the region’s first Hospital by Missionaries and Yolŋu. It
was made with hand tools from Cypress pine sourced on Elcho Island and floated ashore from the
barge. These are essential services for remote artists, art workers and all Australians.

For more information:
https://yirrkala.comhttps://www.facebook.com/Bukuart/

Posted: May 1st 2020

Images C/o Buku Larrnggay Mulka
Top Left: Original hospital building whose structure is part of the modern Art Centre 
Top Middle: 1960s construction of the hospital which later became the Art Centre

Top Right: Map shows the Art Centre layout today and original hospital footprint within
Bottom: Art Centre today.  



 

WHY IS AN INDIGENOUS COMMUNITY
ART CENTRE ESSENTIAL?

 
While Art Centres and their galleries have been

closed to the public due to the COVID-19, many

essential services are still being carried out

behind the scenes.

 

Arts workers and artists at Mardbalk Arts And

Craft Centre on Goulburn Island, NT,  have

been taking the time to conduct bush trips with

their families.  This has provided an opportunity

to teach children about culture and teach them

ways of hunting and fishing.  Art Centres

facilitate these trips by providing vehicles and

equipment that can be used to assist in

harvesting materials for art production.

 

ANKAs Value Statement says: ‘Teaching

happens right here on country between families

and generations and that is the right way

because it teaches respect for country and

culture’.

 

These are essential services for remote artists,

art workers and all  Australians.

 

Images: courtesy Mardbalk Arts
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WHY IS AN INDIGENOUS COMMUNITY ART CENTRE ESSENTIAL?
While Art Centres and their galleries have been closed to the public due to the COVID-19,

many essential services are still being carried out behind the scenes. 
 

While the economic after-effects of COVID-19 remain unclear, the hard-working attitude of Indigenous arts
workers  at Waringarri Arts provide inspiration for other local Indigenous
people.   both remember a time not so long ago when they used to live in the long grass
and were trapped in a negative cycle of poverty.  Today as arts workers they have a plan for success! The
couple first came to Waringarri Arts as part of the East Kimberley Job Pathways Program in 2018.  Their

dedication to their work was quickly recognised and as soon as permanent positions became available, they
were both offered positions.  Due to their diligence, the couple have become invaluable essential workers

during the pandemic maintaining a clean art centre and delivering supplies to artists working from
home.  , Waringarri Arts can look forward to reconnecting with

visitors and the community. 
 

These are essential services for remote artists, art workers and all Australians.For more information
www.waringarriarts.com

www.facebook.com/waringarriarts
 

Image C/o Waringarri Arts.
Regina and Hector with their recently purchased car.
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WHY IS AN INDIGENOUS COMMUNITY ART CENTRE ESSENTIAL?
While Art Centres and their galleries have been closed to the public

due to the COVID-19, many essential services are still being carried

out behind the scenes.

Senior women Elders at Waralungku Arts in Borroloola, NT haven

taken some time to teach their Art Centre manager and staff about

Yanyuwa history.  They are pictured here looking at a book that was

put together as part of a research project, they are explaining its

content in detail to the art centre staff.  

These ladies are keeping their culture and history alive. This is an

essential service. 

Posted: June 24th 2020



WHY IS AN INDIGENOUS COMMUNITY ART
CENTRE ESSENTIAL?

 
While Art Centres and galleries take first steps to

open to the public again as a result of COVID-19,
many essential services continue to take place behind

the scenes.
At INJALAK ARTS, Gunbalanya in West Arnhem

Land,  have
been using their painting skills to produce a series of
banners to inform the community on how to keep safe
during the pandemic. This banner shows people how

to social distance using the length of a mako
(didgeridoo) as a guide.

These  are dedicating their time to create
important resources for their community. 

 
This is an essential service.

 
https://injalak.com

https://www.facebook.com/injalakarts.gunbalanya
 

Posted: August 4th 2020



While Art Centres and their galleries begin to open to the public again, as a result of closures due to COVID-19, many essential services
are still being carried out behind the scenes.Maningrida Arts & Culture artists live and work on their HOMELANDS and travel regularly
between outstations on neighbouring clan estates and to family homes in the larger Maningrida community.  

Living on country is critical as artists exclusively work with locally harvested natural materials and depict designs that reference the
important ancestral sites and songlines from their country.  

The art centre supports the lifeways of First Nations people on 32 homelands across the lands of 112 clans.  Art centre staff regularly visit
outstations to deliver tools, support the harvesting of large barks and hollow stringybark trees and document artwork narratives.  

Maningrida Arts & Culture is the heart of Bawinanga Aboriginal Corporation, one of the largest Aboriginal corporations in Australia,
established in the early 1970s at the height of self-determination and the outstation movement.  

In the early days Bawinanga Aboriginal Corporation would deliver essential communications and supplies to outstations and collect
artworks for promotion and sale at Maningrida Arts & Culture.  Today, the Art Centre works closely with Bawinanga Aboriginal
Corporation to provide resources and services on homelands in the areas of land management through Bawinanga Rangers, enterprise
development including commercial fishing licenses and Wildfoods, housing and construction, maintenance of roads, operation of
commercial businesses such as a café and supermarket, and the delivery of food and supplies.  

This year the Art Centre is working with the 'Tucker Run' through Barlmarrk supermarket to deliver food to outstations on a weekly basis
and also with the Bawinanga Rangers to protect and document important rock art and sacred sites. Maningrida Arts & Culture has
developed plans for 5 new artist studios and the redevelopment of women’s centres on Bawinanga outstations and their construction is a
priority for the coming year. 

These services are essential.
https://www.facebook.com/ManingridaArtsCulture
https://www.facebook.com/WestArnhemland

 
 
 

WHY IS AN INDIGENOUS COMMUNITY ART CENTRE ESSENTIAL?

  

  

.
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While Art Centres and their galleries begin to open to the public again, as a result of closures due to
COVID-19, many essential services are still being carried out behind the scenes.   

 At Milingimbi Art and Culture, the artists and arts workers have identified a need for heathier fresh foods
and together have created the Djalkiri Garden.  

the following statement; “Yolngu are eating too much from the shop. We need fresh food from the saltwater
and bush. Food that is harvested fresh and has taste. We Yolngu people grew up with that food when there
was no shop. I grew up and learnt from my grandparents, mother and father to gather food. I still go out
and gather wild food with my sisters.We need to go back to eating wild food and having only a little bit of
food from the shop. In the past we had our own fishing industry and farm. We want to see hunting and
farming businesses owned and governed by people in Milingimbi to be supported.We have to make sure
the young people know all the different types of yam, berries and bush honey and how they can get them.
We want gardens with potato, pawpaw, banana, coconut, mango and banana - all the foods that can
grow in a hot place.” -   

These services are essential. 
https://www.facebook.com/milingimbiarthttps://www.milingimbiart.com 
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